Outside behavioural consequences are to be followed in conjunction with our outside shared commitments.

**Step 1:**
*Warning: Students name and incident to be placed into the yard duty folder with a W for warning next to it.*

**Step 2: Reflection Room**
*If students continue to display inappropriate behaviour or are not complying with other outside shared commitments they will continue to step 2.*

In this step:
*Students name and incident to be placed into the yard duty folder with action. Students will be told that they are required to attend the reflection room for the next 2 lunch times. (1st half of each lunch)*
*If incident happens at recess or the second half of lunch students are required to sit on the seats at the front playground or at the seat along the back of the canteen for the remainder of play. (They will still be required to attend the reflection room for 2 lunch times)*
*Yard duty teacher to notify student’s classroom teacher and let welfare coordinator and Assistant Principal know via Sentral that student will be required to attend the reflection room*
*If severe student to be followed up by leadership team.*
*Three lunch time reflections will require the development and implementation of a behaviour management plan and a student support group meeting.*

**Please note if students argue with you about the consequence they automatically receive double the consequence**